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1.
The basic problem of Vibration Theory is to calculate for a given system the modes and associated frequencies of its " norm al" free oscilla tions. These are components into which the whole motion can be resolved when the system vibrates freely, and through small distances, about its position of equilibrium. Each one is wholly independent of every other, and has its own (in general) distinct phase and frequency, which are common to all parts of the system. Relatively to one another the amplitudes of different parts are invariant, but the phase and magnitude of a normal oscillation are not (in theory) restricted.
Exact calculation is difficult even when attention is confined to the gravest (i.e. lowest) natural frequency, and on that account great value attaches to a theorem of Lord Rayleigh whereby a close estimate of this frequency can be based on a comparatively rough assumption in regard to the corre sponding mode. I t is know n that the result will err, if at all, in the direction of over-estimation: if then by equally simple calculations it were possible to obtain a second figure close to it and known to be an under-estimate, such knowledge would for practical purposes be very nearly as useful as an exact result.
It sometimes happens that either the " masses" or the " elasticities" of a system* can be separated into parts for which (if they operated severally) frequencies could be calculated exactly, and then it is easy to construct both upper and lower limits to the gravest frequency of the complete system.f But although an appropriate extension of Rayleigh's method has been given by Temple and Bickley (1933) , in general the finding of close lower limits is difficult, whereas close upper limits can be obtained with ease.
Part I of the present paper is concerned with this problem of lower limits. It is based on a second theorem of Lord Rayleigh (apparently less well known) which relates to the effect on the natural frequencies of altering the masses of a system, and it utilizes th a t theorem in combination with the concepts of the " Relaxation M ethod" to develop rules* whereby from any trial solution both upper and lower limits can be deduced. In essence the treatm ent is identical with a " Comparison Method " of which Temple and Bickley take cursory notice in their book (1933, §1-5) : they however make no appeal to Rayleigh's second theorem, apparently regarding the Com parison Method as justified by intuition. Being concerned solely with con tinuous systems governed by differential equations, and with a method of their own which yields a lower limit closer to the correct value, it was not to be expected th a t they would pursue the Comparison Method further; but in relation to systems of limited but considerable freedom (N finite but large), and especially when applied as an extension of the " relaxation " technique, th a t method appears to greater advantage. The need for more detailed con sideration is felt when it is applied to determine lower limits to frequencies higher than the fundamental, and it is then th a t the value of Rayleigh's second theorem is apparent; for although it is intuitively obvious th a t any increase of flexural rigidity will raise the " Euler load" of a rod used as a compression member, it is less evident th a t it will raise every one of the natural frequencies of transverse vibration.
2. In this paper, for brevity, the relaxation procedure is not described in detail, therefore continuous systems have to be taken as examples and the trial solutions are algebraic functions; consequently our rule for lower limits is useful only in relation to gravest frequencies, owing to difficulties which arise a t nodal points (cf. § § 10, 21). The restriction hardly m atters in a method which is not intended primarily for the treatm ent of continuous systems, more especially since satisfactory (though more elaborate) methods have been propounded by Temple and Bickley (cf. § 1) , also by Duncan and Lind say (1939) in a paper circulated (in typescript) by the Aeronautical Research Committee at a time when this paper was nearly completed. The last was held to justify suppression of a section dealing with higher modes and frequencies:! instead, a method is suggested ( § §16-20) whereby specially close estimates of gravest frequency can be made if required. straints. He showed th at the imposition of a constraint will cause every frequency to increase unless (in particular instances) the effect is nil because the point constrained would in any event be nodal (i.e. stationary) in the free vibration. Now from this result it would seem to follow th at the frequencies of a bar completely free are lower than those of the same bar when its ends are held stationary. But in fact for a uniform bar the natural frequencies have the same values whether both ends are clamped or both completely free, and lower values obtain when both ends are simply supported. Thus in this instance the imposition of supports (which are constraints preventing terminal dis placement) has the consequence of lowering the frequencies of a bar initially free. A paradox is presented, and to resolve it is the second purpose of this paper (Part II). where V denotes the potential and the kinetic energy, govern the motion of any mechanical or elastic system. Their number (N) is equal to the number of co-ordinates which suffices for the specification of every possible configuration. To every " generalized co-ordinate" , typified by qk, there corresponds a " generalized component of velocity" , typified by and a " generalized component of external force", typified by Qk.
In the absence of external forces all the Q's are zero, and without loss of generality we may assume the co-ordinates to be measured in relation to the equilibrium configuration as datum, so that is a homogeneous quad ratic function of their instantaneous values. Moreover in the case of small vibrations about a configuration of stable equilibrium W can be expressed as a homogeneous quadratic function of the generalized velocities, with coeffi cients which (to a first approximation) have values independent of the co-ordinates: then equation (1) If now we assume th a t every co-ordinate fluctuates with the same frequency and phase, so as to be expressible in the form qk = ak sin (pt + e) ( constant),
then we may write
where V and T are both homogeneous quadratic functions of the tially positive. The type-equation (2) reduces to
and because (by a famihar property of quadratic forms) 
Alternatively we can derive (7) as a consequence of the assumption (3) applied to the equation # + C = const.,
which (for conservation of energy) must hold in the absence of external forces which do work on the system.* "j Rayleigh's "
5.
I t is easy to show (and was observed by Lagrange) th a t the N equa tions of type (5) are the conditions for a stationary value of p 2 as calculated from (7). For if p 2 -V/T is stationary, then
must vanish for all possible variations, therefore for any variation occurring singly. On this result Lord Rayleigh based his well-known " principle" whereby the gravest (or lowest) natural frequency may be estimated from (7) on the basis of an assumed form for the corresponding mode: An error of the first order made in regard to the mode will, by reason of the stationary property, entail an error of the second order of small quantities in regard to p 2; and in regard to the gravest value p \ (which, being the smallest of the stationary values, must be an absolute minimum) the estimate will err, if at all, on the side of . The practical application of Rayleigh's principle is too widely known to call for illustration here.
Rayleigh's theorem regarding the effect of added mass 6. A further application of the stationary property, also due to Lord Rayleigh (1896, vol. 1, §88), seems on the other hand to be less familiar. This relates to the effect on the natural frequencies of a change made in the masses of an elastic system: Excepting cases in which the effect is nil (as when mass is added at a nodal point) any increase of mass will lower every natural frequency, and vice versa.
To prove the theorem we conceive the change to be made in a series of infinitesimal steps, and it is here th at use is made of the stationary property. Any change made in the mass of a system will (in general) alter both the mode and the associated frequency of every free vibration: therefore the whole effect on any frequency of an infinitesimal change may be regarded as consisting (i) of the effect as calculated without allowance for the accom panying change in the mode and (ii) of the effect of this latter alteration. But, in virtue of the stationary property ( § 5), an infinitesimal change in the mode will entail a change of the second order in p 2; consequently in any one of the infinitesimal steps, and therefore in the integrated result of all such steps, (ii) is negligible in comparison with (i). Now the sign of (i) can be deduced from (6), since if the mode is unaltered T must be increased (and V left unchanged) by any increase of mass. Hence we have the theorem stated.
Use of the theorem as complementary to "
principle"
7. In practical applications (having regard to the uncertainty of physical data) it is not essential that frequencies be calculable exactly, but it is on the other hand desirable that estimates should have known margins of error. From this standpoint " Rayleigh's principle " as originally presented ( §5) has one drawback in that it provides only an upper limit to the gravest frequency, and extensions have been made by Temple and Bickley (1933) to remove this disability. We now develop an alternative procedure for the finding of a lower limit, based on the theorem of §6. Fundam entally it is identical with the " Comparison M ethod" of which (cf. §1) Temple and Bickley take cursory notice in their first chapter; bu t it gains in practical convenience when stated (as here) in terms of the standard concepts of " relaxation" theory.
Detailed discussion of the relaxation treatm ent is reserved with a view to brevity, and accordingly in this paper only continuous systems have been taken as examples. They serve better than systems of restricted freedom to illustrate the essentials of the Comparison Method, but of necessity they fail to exhibit its potentialities, for the reason th a t the choice of trial solutions is restricted (when they are treated by orthodox methods) by the need of determining maxima and minima.* B etter results are obtained when systems are in effect given restricted freedom by the use of finite-difference approximations; but even so it is not easy to find lower limits as close as the upper limits afforded by " Rayleigh's principle" ( §5). The real value of the Comparison Method is revealed only when advantage is taken of the relaxation technique, with its power to amend a trial solution locally. Of necessity this presumes a system of restricted freedom, and on th a t account N has been taken as finite (but not otherwise restricted) in the argument of this paper. Such treatm ent has the authority of Lord Rayleigh.
Introduction of the notion of "c o n s t r a i . The physical b "Rayleigh' 's principle"
8.
Let us suppose th a t constraints are operative which permit the main tenance of any specified displacements whether steady or oscillatory, and th a t we use them to maintain a trial solution in which the N displacements of type qk all vary in accordance with (3). Now writing
where Tk and Vk (for brevity) replace (9) 3T , 3V 3-and , (dC Lfc vC l-fc we can interpret Fk sin (pt + e)as the force, corresponding wi ralized displacement qk, which comes upon the constraint controlling qk; and then, disregarding the common time-factor si + e), we may think of Fk as the force corresponding with a displacement ak.
Multiplying (9) throughout by \a k , and summing th can be obtained in this way, we have in virtue of (6) %ZN (10) whence equation (7) (9) and (6) is a linear function of the s, so th at ^Uw [Fk .ak] measures the total work done by the forces on the constraints in virtue of the a-displacements, we find in this result a physical interpretation of Rayleigh's use of (7) for the estimation of p 2 on the basis of an a Unless the assumed mode is correct, forces will be needed to maintain it, and the magnitudes of those forces will depend upon the frequency of their fluctuation; but for some particular frequency the forces on the whole will do no work, and this is Rayleigh's estimate of the natural frequency.
Imposition by the " C o m p a r i s o n " of lower limits to the natural frequencies
9.
In an exact solution (p2 having its correct value) every F is zero in accordance with (5): in a trial solution, any one force can be made to vanish by a suitable choice of frequency, but a different value (in general) is required for each of the several forces. On the other hand, whatever value be attached to p 2 we can make Fk zero by suitably altering the value of Tk( = 3T jdak), and this alteration will not affect the other forces if it is made by merely changing the coefficient of a\ in the quadratic expression for T. Increasing that coefficient we shall be adding mass to the system, and vice versa. The added mass will increase the kinetic energy when, and only when, qk is non-zero.
If when every F has been brought to zero every mass has been either left unaltered or increased, then the chosen value of p 2 will be exact as regards a system modified by addition of mass and therefore (by the theorem of §6) it will underestimate the frequency of the unmodified (i.e. the given) system: in other words, it will furnish a lower limit to the required value p 2. Now an increase made in the mass associated with qk will entail a positive increase in the value of ak.Tk and therefore, by (9), a positive increase in the value of ak .Fk: consequently only positive or zero additions of mass will be needed to bring all F 's to zero provided that every product of the type ak . Fk is negative or zero, and on that understanding we may assert that in (9) has a value less than p 2.
On the natural frequencies of vibrating systems
10. The highest value of p 2 which can with certainty b limit is the highest value which makes one of the a . products zero and all the others negative. Now according to (9) Adopting th at procedure we shall systematically modify both the mode and the assumed frequency with the aim of making all the s negligible. At any stage in the calculations We can by Rayleigh's principle impose an upper limit p% on the required value p 2, choosing p% so th a t
(cf. §8). So it remains to devise a rule for the imposition of a lower limit. Suppose that for some trial value p 2 all products of the type ak . Fk have been calculated, and now let p 2 be altered to (p2 + Ap2). By (9), the value of ak.Fk will be altered to ak(Fk + Ap'-Tk),
and this altered value will be zero if
An algebraically greater value of Ap2 will make the altered value positive provided that ak .Tk is positive. If then (F /T )L denotes the algebraically largest value of Fk/Tk which corresponds with a positive product ak . Tk, we may assert th at but no higher value can be imposed (by our argument) as a lower limit. Provided th at " liquidation" has been continued until all the F 's are small, the lower limit given by (16) will always be positive: it may happen th at ( F /T )li s negative because too low a value has been assumed for 2, but the formula will not be invalidated on that account. Negative values of ak . Tk must be contemplated, and when ak . Tk is negative ak . Fk will change sign from positive to negative as Ap2 increases through the value given by (15), therefore (16) will be invalidated unless Fk/Tk is algebraically greater than ( F /T )l as defined above. But negative values of ak .Tk will occur only in the neighbourhood of nodal points, and there (for practical purposes) they may be neglected.
Procedure for the imposition of upper and U ver limits on the gravest frequency
12.
The converse theorem to th at of § 9 (that in (9) may be regarded as an upper limit when every product of the type ak . is zero or positive) can be established and applied in similar fashion; but its practical value is small, in th at the upper limit imposed by Rayleigh's principle is lower and therefore preferable. (We have proved this in § 8, where it was shown th at the " Rayleigh upper lim it" makes FN[ak .
zero; for when th at condition is realized one or more products of the type ak . Fk will evidently be negative, unless the trial solution happens to be exact.)
In relation to continuous systems, then, the rule for imposing upper and lower limits on p\ is (V/T)s<Pi<P% > ( 17) where p% is calculated from (13 
13.
In illustration of (17) we now apply th a t rule to two continuous systems which have been studied by Temple and Bickley (cf. § 7) . For such systems the N separate equations of type (5) are replaced by a single governing equation which holds for all values of the independent variable (or variables) within a specified range, together with special conditions which must be satisfied a t the ends of the range or a t all points of some specified boundary. Thus the governing equation of a uniform bar vibrating transverselv has the form
and at both ends, if these are " clam ped" , the conditions must be satisfied. The gravest frequency corresponds with a value p \ where p\m V\B = pf = (4-7300408)4 = 500-5639.
Temple and Bickley ( §5.4), using Rayleigh's method with an assumed form* ylVc = (for ends at 0 and l), obtained an estimate in which the correct value of p \ is replaced by 504; and using an iterative method for improving the assump tion they showed th at for the form* 256 y / y c
the estimated figure is reduced to 500-567.... This value is still too high (in conformity with §5), but it is very close to the correct value.
14. Writing in conformity with (9) of §8
In ( The extreme range of numerical uncertainty is 5*843, so th at the assumption of a mean value (497*645) entails an error in p 2 lying within the range + 2*93, i.e. ± 0*59 %. The percentage error in frequency is only half as great (less than 0*3 %).
15.
A sa second example we consider transverse vibrations of a uniform disk clamped at all points of a circle of radius a. The true value of the gravest frequency is given by p\ = 104*3625D/wa4,
D denoting the flexural rigidity and m the mass per unit area. In the gravest mode the deflexion wi s a function only of the radi Writing in conformity with (9) 
Taking as an assumed form for the deflexion 
The much closer bracket 102*4315<^^2< 104*3645
was obtained by taking in place of (33), as an assumed form for the deflexion, 437 717 384 a5r2 + 105a3r4 -35ar6 + P r 7'. 5 35
The mean of the two limits in (36) gives p with an error certainly less than 0*5 %.
Improved approximations to a gravest mode and frequency
16. The iterative method employed by Temple and Bickley (cf. §13) substitutes an approximation to the wanted mode in the inertia terms of the governing equation, then solves this to obtain a new and closer approxima tion. E.g. the substitution (22), made for y on the right of (19), leads (except for a nugatory multiplying constant) to the closer approximation (23), and a substitution from (33) leads in the same way to (37). It will now be shown th at two successive approximations to the first mode, thus related, can be made to yield a still closer approximation to the first mode and frequency, together with a reasonably good approximation to some higher frequency, -usually the second.
Let
yA, yB stand for the displacement at x in two distinct modes A , B, both satisfying the terminal conditions but otherwise (for the moment) not restricted. Let V and T have the same significance as before, and let V4, Ta and VB, TB denote their values corresponding with yA and yB. Let V and T, conformably with (9), replace (for brevity) d\//dy and 0Tjdy, and for the two modes A and B let these " forces" be distinguished similarly by suffixes A and B. We now combine A and in a third mode C by writing oc being arbitrary; and we trace the effect of on the frequency as calculated on Rayleigh's principle for the mode yc.
Since V and T are homogeneous quadratic functions of the displacements, we have according to (38) v c = Xi -2 a y 1B + 0"%,] X? = X i%ctTA + a 2Xs> 1
where 2V 4B stands for the sum or integral of such products as yA.VB or yB. V 4, * and TAB has a similar significance. By Rayleigh's principle we have 
18. Suppose now th a t the modes A ,( as yet unrestricted gonal" in the sense th at T 4B -0. If they are also " F-orthogonal" in the sense th at VAB = 0, then the roots of (42) are 0 and oo, those of (43) are p A and p % : this means th a t p% increases or decreases steadily from is increased from 0 to oo, i.e. as the mode is altered from A to B.
When on the other hand A and B are " T-orthogonal" but not " F-orthogonal" , (42) reduces to
and ( 
The two roots in a have opposite signs, and of the two roots in neither lies between p \an d p B (otherwise the left-hand side of (46) would be negative). This means th a t by one combination of A and B we can obtain a mode C which (since pQ is less than either of P either to the gravest mode; from another combination we can deduce a value of Pq which is higher than either of p% and (being stationary in respect of variations in a) should be a good approximation to some higher frequency.
19.
Now A and B can always be combined to give a mode which is "T-orthogonal" to B, since we have from (38) Ybc^ab ~= Tab ~ (^7)
whence T BC = 0 if a = TABITB. (We observe th at the same value will not make C also " F-orthogonal" to B unless P a b = P b -) Evidently this com bined mode may be substituted for A in the above discussion: therefore without requiring A and B to be orthogonal we can combine them a closer approximation to the gravest mode and a good approximation to some higher frequency.
Equations (42) and making these substitutions in (42) 
Comparing these expressions with the sum and product of the roots of (51), we observe that the two wanted values of a, are also the two wanted values The same result can be obtained by substitution from (50) in (41), and then it appears th at the larger root in p}. is associated with the smaller root in a, and vice versa. I.e. we have Pc'/a" = 1 = '> single and double dashes being used to distinguish associated quantities. As shown above the smaller value will be closer than e i t h e r^ or to the wanted value of p \,and the larger should yield a fair approxim ation t higher frequency (usually the second: this can be decided by inspection of the plotted mode yc ). In this way, w ithout much added labour, additional information can be derived from results like those of § § 13-15. The calcula tions must be exact, since we shall be working with two approximations A and B which are nearly identical,' and on th a t account the method is re stricted (in practice) to continuous systems. We now apply it to the calcu lations of § §13-15.
Examples: (2) Estimation of the gravest mode and frequency for a damped bar and disk
21. From the governing equation (19) we have (53) as the form of (49) appropriate to a uniform bar vibrating transversely. Hence, taking Va = %2{l~x )2/l* in accordance with (22), we obtain 
as in §14. Therefore according to (52) 
and these (cf. §20) are also the wanted values of cc. The lower value of corresponds with the higher value of a, i.e. with a mode in which according to (38)
so that we have in place of (28) B ,a _ 4 9 8 -3 3 1 5 0^, 498-33150 < < 600-56413, -a still closer " bracket". The correct value (cf. §24) is (4-7300408)4 = 500-5639.
The larger value of p i corresponds with the smaller value of <x, i.e. with a mode in which according to (38)
and this when plotted is seen (from the number of its nodal points) to be an approximation to the second symmetrical mode. Because the " F-force" and " T-force " do not vanish for the same value of x (as they would if the mode were correct), strictly speaking our rule cannot be used to calculate a lower limit to the frequency. If by some stretching of the argument of § 10 it is considered justifiable to neglect (V/T) in the neighbourhood of points of inflexion, then (F /7 % = 9 8 7 4 -1 5 7^ (62) and our approximation (61) to the second symmetrical mode gives the " bracket" 9874-157 < Ŵ < 15678-815.
B ut this, as was to be expected, is rather wide. The correct value (cf. §24) is (10-9956078)4 = 14617-6299,
so the upper (Rayleigh) limit in (63) is the nearer of the two.
22. In relation to the clamped disk ( § 15), equation (49) 
and these are also the wanted values of a (cf. § 17). The lower value of p% corresponds with the higher value of a, i.e. mode in which woe (a -r ) 2 | j 2927-67448 a + 2 r-l 0 5 -x -6 4 -^(a +2aV) + ^(1 5 3 6 a 3r2 -1298a2r3-457ar4 + 384r5)}J. (70) The larger corresponds with the smaller value of a, i.e. with a mode in which wee (a -r)2\ a + 2r -----(a5 + 2a4r) l_ 105 x 64 ' + ^(1 5 3 6 a 3r2-1298aV3-4 5 7 a r4 + 384r5)}J. (71) In neither instance does our rule for lower limits provide a useful result, owing to infinities at r -0 and at r -a w from (33). These being positive do not affect the lower limits given in (35) and (36), and similar infinities do not characterize {V/T) as deduced from (37); but because the value of o c is positive in (70) and (71), in both instances
and the lower limit is nugatory in accordance with § 10. The origin of the difficulty is to be found in the choice by Temple and Bickley (cf. § 15) of a starting assumption (33) which is the static solution for a concentrated central force. When it is desired to find a lower limit in the manner here suggested, a mode should be assumed for which the F-force is everywhere finite. All then that we can derive from (70) and (71) is an upper (Rayleigh) limit to pi, viz.
maiip\ < 104-36361,
which is extremely close to the correct value (29), and an upper limit to p\, viz. ma*pl < 2927-67448,
which (as was to be expected) is much less satisfactory. The correct value as determined with the aid of a 
23.
In §6 we presented " Rayleigh's second theorem " as relating solely to the effect of added mass; but an exactly similar argum ent can be employed to show th a t (except in cases where the effect is nil) any increase made in the stiffness of a system will have the effect of raising every natural frequency. Lord Rayleigh in fact presented both conclusions as a single theorem ( . cit. § 6), and added th a t this " may sometimes be used for tracing the effects of a constraint; for if we suppose th a t the potential energy of any configuration violating the condition of constraint gradually increases, we shall approach a state of things in which the condition is observed with any desired degree of completeness. During each step of the process every free vibration becomes (in general) more rapid, and a number of the free periods (equal to the degrees of liberty lost) become infinitely small. The same practical result may be reached without altering the potential energy by supposing the kinetic energy of any motion violating the condition to increase without limit. In this case one or more periods become infinitely large, but the finite periods are ultim ately the same as those arrived a t when the potential energy is increased, although in one case the periods have been throughout increasing, and in the other diminishing. This example shows the necessity of making the alterations by steps; otherwise we should not understand the correspondence of the two sets of periods."
This exposition serves to explain the fact, at first sight paradoxical in the light of Rayleigh's second theorem, th a t a " constraint " may be regarded as the limit either of an added elasticity or of an added mass;* but it does not as it stands explain a further paradox which is presented in the theory of transverse vibrations of bars. As Lord Rayleigh remarked (but without further comment),! the natural frequencies of a uniform bar of which both ends are " clamped" (i.e. constrained both in position and direction) are identical with the natural frequencies of the same bar when both ends are completely free: the first four are given by (l denoting the length of the bar, B its flexural rigidity, and m its mass per unit length), whereas in the case where both ends are " simply supported" (i.e. fixed in position but not in direction) they are given by -14159, 6-28318, 9-42477, 12-56637. (77) On the natural frequencies of vibrating systems 453
Thus the effect of imposing terminal supports (preventing displacement) on a bar initially free has been (apparently) to lower the frequencies from (76) to (77).
24.
If in the manner of Lord Rayleigh we picture a continuous modifica tion whereby the simply supported bar is converted into one of which both ends are clamped, his explanation quoted above will serve to explain the change of frequencies from (77) to (76). For by opposing an increasing elastic resistance to the terminal slopes we shall raise all frequencies in accordance with the theorem stated at the beginning of §23, whereas by adding at each end an increasing rotatory inertia we shall lower all fre quencies in accordance with §6: in the first instance two of the initial frequencies will have become infinite, and in the second instance two will have become zero, when conditions of complete clamping have been attained and two degrees of freedom have accordingly been lost. Both processes are in fact easy to follow in calculation. 
= -a 3(cot a -coth a) for the second, fourth, ... etc. (anti-sym metrical) modes, where a = as defined in (76) and (77), and K is the elastic restoring couple per radian of terminal slope. Abscissae represent /i and ordinates the cor responding values of Kl/B and I/m l3 as calculated from (78).
25.
If on the other hand we picture a continuous modification whereby a bar with both ends free is converted into one of which both ends are simply supported, then (according to §23) the argument would seem to run as Figure 2 relates the frequency parameter ju with (a) the elastic resistance and (6) the added inertia, the relevant formulae being in ( Thus the argument of §25 fails in relation both to (a) and (6). As to (a), it is the fact that all frequencies increase steadily with the terminal elastic resistance, but what makes this possible is the appearance of two new frequencies which vanish with the spring constant k and so (apparently) should be added to the sequence (76); and as to although with increasing terminal inertia all frequencies decrease steadily, yet none come to zero as predicted, therefore none (in Rayleigh's sense) are " lost" .
This last result is not surprising, because strictly speaking the freedom of a system is not altered by a mere addition of mass; and it can be reconciled with figure 2 (a) , because there the loss of two frequencies which become infinite is offset by the introduction of two th at have no counterpart in figure 2 (6). But before this can be taken as an explanation it must be shown th at the new frequencies are in fact excluded by the conditions of figure 2 (6). If they are, then by opposing elastic resistance to terminal displacement we have merely replaced one type of restriction by another, and it will follow that the bar has a like degree of freedom whether its ends be simply supported or entirely free. The conclusion will be acceptable, since it evidently can make no difference to the final conditions whether they have been attained by process (a) or (6).
27. When a is made very small in (79), the expressions for tend to equality with 2a 4 and 2a4/3, respectively, for the first and second mode: this means th a t very weak springs perm it vibrations in which (a being small) the bar is almost unstrained. B ut in the absence of spring constraints such vibrations are excluded for the reason th a t are incompatible with the conservation of momentum. Here then we have the two restrictions,* opera tive when the bar is free, which under the conditions of figure 1 (a) are exchanged for two restrictions of another type (zero terminal slope). Preventing terminal displacements, we reduce the number of displacements which remain to be varied; but (because constraints entail external forces) we are no longer required to satisfy the momentum equations, and on th a t account the two lost " freedoms" are restored.
28. Reverting to §23, it seems permissible to conclude th a t the paradox there presented is due to a neglect in Lord Rayleigh's argument of the principle of momentum. Being based solely on the energy equation (7), his generalized treatm ent of vibrations disregards th at principle throughout: yet it is easy to see (by considering a system of restricted freedom) th a t con servation of momentum implies one relation between the displacements, conservation of angular momentum another. A n y relation imposed on the displacements will restrict the freedom of a system, therefore accordin Rayleigh's principle will tend to raise the frequencies) and it happens th a t the relations which are imposed by momentum conditions in the case of a uniform bar completely free have exactly the same effect as the relations imposed by " clamps" which prohibit terminal slopes.
S u m m a r y
On the basis of a theorem due to Lord Rayleigh and relating to the effect on the natural frequencies of an added mass, methods are developed whereby lower limits can be imposed upon the frequencies of a specified system. Since upper limits can be imposed on the basis of " Rayleigh's principle" , information so obtained is for practical purposes of equal value with an exact solution. The methods can be applied as an extension of the " relaxation" tech nique, and it is then th a t their value is revealed most clearly. In this paper attention is confined to continuous systems governed by differential equa tions, and for these, incidentally, a method is developed whereby specially close estimates of the fundamental frequency can be made if desired.
The concluding section of the paper is concerned with the resolution of a paradox presented by Lord Rayleigh's theorem regarding the effect of a constraint.
